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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ;

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION i

Application of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA )
EDIS0N COMPANY, EI R. for a Class 103 ) Docket No. 50-361
License to Acquire, Possess, and Use )
a Utilization Facility as Part of ) Amendment Application |

-Unit No. 2 of the San Onofre Nuclear ) No. 69 ;
Generating Station )

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY, EI R . pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90,- hereby
.

!

submit Amendment Application No. 69 to Facility Operating License NPF-10.

;

;

This amendment application consists of Proposed License Change No. NPF-10-275 ;

to Facility Operating License No. NPF-10. Proposed License Change NPF-10-275 i

is a request to revise Technical Specification 3/4.3.1, " Reactor Protective

Instrumentation," to increase the interval for surveillance tests,* which are '

currently performed every 18 months, to each refueling, nominally 24 months - j
and maximum 30 months. As the result of modifying the surveillance interval, I

,

changes are proposed to the Reactor Protective instrumentation'setpoints in !
-!

Technical Specification 2.2.1, Table 2.2-1; the High Logarithmic Power Level i

response time in Technical Specification 3/4.3.1, Table 3.3-2; and the Linear :

Power Level calibration tolerance in Technical Specification 3/4.3.1, Table

4.3-1.
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| Subscribed on this 24 h day of J0 A 116 011,1990. )
v

Respectfully submitted, 1

;
'

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY

.;-

_

h.By: --

'Hirold B. Ray :

Vice President,

.

=

Subscribed and sworn to before me- this

uicapeaPgisitARI-h day of Ja ni tn rm l990.
U L " 7 J "*f,% ' ,*""

ORANGE COUMY |

up Commmion Emp, Dec.18,1%J

*lT] K D It t NL R k a La( <

Notary Public in and for the
State of California ,

Charles R. Kocher
James A.- Beoletto
Attorneys for Southern
Califo nia Edison Company

By: D '
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA i

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
:

i

Application of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
EDISON COMPANY, H E for a C1nss 103 Cocket No. 50-362 |
License to Acquire, Possess, and Use f

a Utilization Facility as Part of Amendment Application'

*

Unit No. 3 of the San Onofre Nuclear no. 55 ;

Generating Station *

SG97HERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY, E R . pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90, hereby '

submit Amendment Application No. 55 to Facility Operating License NPF-15.

,

This amendment application consists of Proposed License Change No. NPF-15-275

to Facility Operating License No. NPF-15. Proposed License Change NPF-15-275 i

is a request to revise Technical Specification 3/4.3.1, " Reactor Protective
|

Instrumentation," to increase the interval for surveillance tests, which are

currently performed every 18 months, to each refueling, nominally 24 months

and maximum 30 months. As the result of modifying the surveillance interval,
,

changes are proposed to the Reactor Protective instrumentation setpoints in
,

?

Technical Specification 2.2.L Table 2.2-1; the High Logarithmic Power Level

response time in Technical Specification 3/4.3.1, Table 3.3 2; and the Linear }
Power Level calibration tolerance in Technical Specification 3/4.3.1, Table

4.3 1.
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Subscribed on this 8#1 day of An d oor / , 1990. :
_ 6
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i

Respectfully submitted, ]
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY,

i

By: - - -

Hirold B. Ray
Vice President

i

Subscribed and sworn to before me this !
1

@ up Commeuen to. Dec. N. lH0
WPIDeL 9tAL |

F+h day of J n nfI o it.o 199/1 MgjEgR.g
c/ == j

,

'A7 t elutt R h etlutt
Notary Public in and for the l
State of California 1

:

Charles R. Kocher
James A. Beoletto :|

Attorneys for Southern '

California Edison Company

By: \ _k .
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DESCRIPTION AND SAFETY ANALYSIS )
0F i

PROPOSED CHANGE NPF-10/15-275 i

This is a request to revise Technical Specification 2.2.1, " Safety Limits and
Limiting Safety System Settings - Reactor Trip Setpoints," and 3/4.3.1, )
" Reactor Protective-Instrumentation." !

J

Existina Soecifications: |
,

Unit 2: See Attachment "A"'

,

Unit 3' See Attachment "B"

! Procosed Soecifications:

Unit 2: See Attachment "C"

Unit 3: See Attachment "D"

i Suonortino Documentation:

Attachment "E" - Figures

Attachment "F" - Surveillance History Review

Attachment "G" - Instrument Drift Study

Attachment "H" - Plant Protection System Setpoint Evaluation

Attachment "I" - Functional Analysis of Functional Units Not Impacted byi

Instrument Drift

Attachment "J" - Redundant Instrument Monitoring System (RIMS) Description
.

Descriotion:

The proposed change would revise Technical Specification 3/4.3.1, " Reactor
Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation" to increase the interval for
surveillance tests, which are currently performed every 18 months, to each
refueling, nominally 24 months and maximum 30 months. As the result of
modifying the surveillance interval and changing certain calibration
tolerances, the following changes are proposed:'

Affected Technical Specification Descriotion
,

1. 2.2.1, Table 2.2-1, " Safety Modification of certain and Limiting
Limits Safety System Settings Reactor Protective Instrumentation
-Reactor Trip Setpoints" trip setpoints and allowable values.

2. 3/4.3.1, Table 3.3-2, " Reactor Change in Log Power Level response
Protective Instrumentation time.
Response Times"

. _ _ . . _- _ ..
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3. 3/4.3.1, Table 4.3 1, " Reactor Change in nuclear instrumentation <

Protective Instrumentation calorimetric calibration tolerance I
Surveillance Requirements" increase the operating margin. This )change will be administrative 1y 1

controlled pending approval of '

Proposed Change No. NPF-10/15-302 I
(PCN 302). j

lTechnical Specification 3/4.3.1 provides instrumentation operability and
,

surveillance requirements for the RPS to assure that the functional capability :
is maintained within its safety analysis design. The Technical Specifications
also assure that the integrated operation of each of these systems is ,

consistent with the assumptions used in the accident analysis.
;

The RPS instrumentation consists of transmitters, calculators, logic, and
,

other equipment necessary to monitor selected Nuclear Steam Supply System
(NSSS) conditions and to effect reliable and rapid reactor shutdown (reactor
trip) when monitored conditions approach s)ecified safety system limits. The
RPS instrumentation functions to protect tie core fuel design limits and RCS

,

pressure boundary from anticipated operational occurrences. The
instrumentation also provides assistance in limiting conditions for certain
design basis events.

Technical Specification surveillance requirement 4.3.1.1 and Table 4.3-1
specify the modes and required frequency for the performance of the Channeli

Check, Channel Functional Test, and Channel Calibration operations for each,

RPS instrument channel. The Technical Specification also defines the number
of channels of instrumentation required to be operable for each RPS functional '

unit. For most instruments, Channel Checks are performed at shiftly
intervals, Channel Functional Tests at a monthly interval, and Channel

i Calibrations at an 18 month interval. These surveillance requirements assure
that the instrumentation shall be operable and define the action (s) to be
taken if the operability requirements are not met.; ,

I r

1.0 Jntroduction 1

The Technical Specifications include requirements to calibrate instruments,

located in areas which are not readily accessible during power operation. San
i

! Onofre Units 2 and 3 have both entered a nominal 24 month fuel cycle.
Therefore, absent approval of this change, a plant shutdown will be required
to perform portions of these surveillances prior to the units' normal
refueling date. To avoid the need for.an otherwise unnecessary unit shutdown, |,

an evaluation was initiated to determine if surveillances could be modified
for consistency with the 24 month fuel cycle.-i '

The evaluation showed that the extension of the Refueling-Interval to 24
months could be safely accomplished. This conclusion was arrived based on the

,

following:;

!

,

5

.

~^ *
,, ,- , . , . , , ,
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o Comparative Review of Surveillance Testing

Channel Checks provide a reasonable level of assurance of '

instrument operability.
t

o Surveillance and Corrective Maintenance History Review |
'Most instrumentation failures are immediately self revealing.

!o Drift Analysis

A plant specific instrument drift study provides a statistical
analysis of drift characteristics over an extended interval (taken i,

'

as 30 months).
I Io Setpoint Analysis

'Setpoints were revised based on changes to the Safety Analysis
setpoints and changes to the trip setpoint calculations.

. .

The proposed change requests the modification of RPS instrumentation trip
setpoints and allowable values defined in Table 2.2-1 of Technical'

Specification 2.2.1, " Safety Limits and Limiting Safety System Settings -
Reactor Trip Setpoints.' The proposed change also requests the modification
of the response time for High tog Power Level. The evaluation performed in,

support of the surveillance interval extension for the RPS functional units
provides a basis for revising the setpoints and response time.

Technical Specification 3/4.3.1, Table 4.3-1 lists the following functional
units for RPS instrumentation:

,

.

1. Manual Reactor Trip
: 2. Linear Power - High

3. Logarithmic Power level - High
4. Pressurizer Pressure - High

i 5. Pressurizer Pressure - Low- ;

.
6. Containment Pressure - High

7
: 7. Steam Generator Pressure - Low

8. Steam Generator Level - Low
9. Local Power Density - High,

10. DNBR - Low
11. Steam Generator Level - High
12. Reactor Protective System Logic
13. Reactor Trip Breakers .'

14. Core Protection Calculators
15 Control Element Assembly Calculators
16.- Reactor Coolant System Flow - Low
17. Seismic - High
18. Loss of Load

Table 4.3-1 provides the required surveillance frequency for the RPS
functional units. The Technical Specifications define the Channel Calibration:

interval, "R", as "at least once per 18 months" for Functional Units 2 through
.

?

*
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11 and 14 through 17. This same frequency is specified for Channel Functional
Tests for Functional Units 1, 9, 10, 14 and 15. The proposed change would
revise the requirement for surveillances from the current 18 months interval
to an interval "at least once per refueling," nominally 24 months, or maximum
30 months. The 30 month interval is the maximum 25% extension of the
surveillance interval permitted by Technical Specification 4.0.2.

Functional Units 12. " Reactor Protective System Logic," 13 " Reactor Trip
Breakers," and 18, " Loss of Load" do not require 18 month surveillances.
Therefore, there are no changes requested for the surveillance intervals for
these functional units.

2.0 Methodolooy

Attachment "E", Figure 1 provides a flowchart of the method used to
evaluate extending the calibration interval of each of the functional
units. As shown on the chart, the surveillance testing and the
Surveillance and Maintenance history was reviewed. In the cases where
drift did not impact the component, these were adequate to justify the
surveillance extension. If transmitter drift was a factor in the trip
setpoint calculation for the functional unit, then the trip setpoint was
recalculated using SONGS historical drift values. For such cases, the

,

new setpoints were evaluated against the current safety analysis limits
ito verify consistency. In some cases, trip setpoints were revised to

reflect more realistic containment environmental conditions, for
pressure and temperature, and revised assumptions. In several cases,
safety analysis setpoints were revised. However, no changes to the
safety analysis limits were made. This section provides an overview of
the evaluation process. !,

2.1 Comoarative Analysis of Surveillance Testina

A comparative analysis between on-line and Refueling Interval
surveillances was performed for RPS instruments. The on-line
surveillance testing was reviewed for each of the functional units to
identify to what extent it encompasses that performed at Refueling

iIntervals. Attachment "E", Figures 2 through 6 provide a representation '

of this testing. Table E .1 in Attachment "E" provides additional.
details regarding surveillance test requirements.

The on-line surveillance testing review was conducted to ensure that all
instrument channels under consideration are being monitored on a routine
basis to detect inoperable conditions. The objective is to ensure that
all operability problems are being identified in a timely manner, and to
determine the importance of the 18 month surveillances'in maintaining

ioperability, j
!

2.2 Surveillance and Maintenance History Review

A review of the refueling surveillance test results and corrective- ;

maintenance history was conducted on the components impacted by the
extension of the refueling surveillance interval.

]
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The approach taken was to evaluate the contribution of all of the'

Preventive Maintenance (PM) and surveillance program elements. The !
basis for PM interval extension is derived from the Reliability Centered ^

,

'

Maintenance (RCM) methodology. This methodology has been submitted by ,

SCE to NRC letter dated September 5, 1989, in support for the request :
for calibration extension for the Containment Area Monitors (NPF-10/15- !

266) and Containment High Range Monitors (NPF-10/15-267).

Several reviews are necessary in order to evaluate a surveillance for i
interval extension. A comparative analysis is performed of the PM i
surveillances to identify the different aspects of the surveillance
tests. A secondary review determines if existing surveillances are
detecting equipment problems and if operability is affected. Finally, a :
review of Corrective Maintenance (CM) history ensures that all problems ;
affecting operability were detected by a condition or time directed :
means. Condition or time directed means include surveillances, alarms,
or indications to the operator. The surveillance becomes a candidate -

'

for interval extension if the CM review indicates failures affecting
operability are detected and corrected prior to performing the '

surveillance and if the surveillance history is free of failures
affecting operability. >

The PM surveillances performed on the RPS instrumentation include
the 18 month, quarterly, monthly, daily and shiftly Channel
Calibrations,18 month and monthly Channel Functional Tests, and
shiftly Channel Checks. The comparative analysis of surveillances
determined that the monthly Channel Functional Test demonstrates ;

the operability of the functional unit loop, exclusive of the +

transmitter.- The shiftly Channel Check provides reasonable
assurance of loop and transmitter operability. Attachment "F"
provides additional methodology details, for the surveillance and
maintenance history review, and the PM surveillance data.

For 9 of these 15 functional units, the functional analysis was adequate
.

ustify the surveillance extension. This is detailed in Attachment '

;

2.3 Drift and Setooint Analysis
.

>

On line surveillances and the equipment history review provide a high
level of assurance that the equipment does not degrade significantly ',over a feel cycle. However, minor changes in transmitter calibration
may not be detected on-line. To address this aspect of extending the

'

surveillance interval, an analysis of the drift characteristics of
pressure, differential pressure, and temperature transmitters was
conducted.

The results of this Instrument Drift Study have been provided, in part,
in Southern California Edison (SCE) to NRC letter dated May 15, 1989.
This letter was submitted in support of PCN 290. PCN 290 requested a
one-time exception to the surveillance testing requirements of selected

.

?

+
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instrumentation in use at San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS)
Unit 2. This proposed change has been approved by the Commission.

In lieu of using generic vendor drift data, a plant specific review was
performed of the long term drift characteristics of pressure,
differential pressure and temperature transmitters. For the Plant
Protection System (PPS), this experienced long term drift was
statistically adjusted to reflect the maximum drift expected over a fuel
cycle (taken as 30 months) at a 95% probability and 95% confidence
level. The PPS includes both the Reactor Protective System (RPS) and
the Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). The values
determined from this effort are more conservative than generic vendor
data. For example, the allowable for High Pressurizer Pressure has been
changed from 1.88 to 3.75%. Attachment "G" provides additional details
of the Instrument Drift Study.

The drift allowables derived from the Instrument Drift Study were
incorporated into setpoint calculations. The CPC Uncertainty Analysis
was reviewed to determine the impact of the drift allowables. The trip
setpoints which resulted from incorporating increased drift allowances
were reviewed from an operational perspective. In instances where the
revised trip setpoint was judged to result in a potential increase in
the number of unnecessary reactor trips, a review of the SONGS Units 2
and 3 trip setpoint calculations and safety analysis setpoints was
performed. The trip setpoint calculations assumptions were revised for
certain trip functions. The pressurizer pressure trip setpoint
calculations were also revised to reflect more realistic containment
environmental conditions, for pressure and temperature. In several
cases, Safety Analysis setpoints were revised. No changes to safety
analysis limits were made. This evaluation is-detailed in Attachment
H.

3.0 Results

3.1 Comoarative Analysis of Surveillance Testina '

The review of surveillance testing confirmed that the performance of
Channel Functional Tests, monthly, daily or shiftly Channel
Calibrations, or daily Channel Checks provide a level of assurance of
instrument operability.

Figures 2 through 6, included in Attachment "E", provide Loop Functional
Diagrams for all of the RPS functional units. These loop diagrams
specifically identify the different aspects of the shiftly and Channel
Functional Test and 18 month calibration surveillances. There are two itypes of on-line surveillances which are performed, the Channel Checks
and the Channel Functional Tests.

The Channel Checks are cross channel checks which compare the output of
the four independent channels measuring the same process parameter. It
provides a reasonable level of assurance that the loop is intact and
that the transmitter has not failed. For RPS loops, this cross-channel

|

l
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check is performed every operating shift.

Channel Functional Testt are performed on portions of the RPSinstrument loops.
of these tests. Within Attachment "1" is a more detailed discussion

calibration surveillance was to correct instrument drift, if it $aasThe comparative analysis determined that the importance of the 18 month
occurring and to " tuneup" the instrument loop components adjusting
component values to " nominal" conditions (mid point at tolerancelimits).
Section 3.2, summarizes the results of any problems found duringA review of surveillance maintenance history discussed, incalibrations.

Section 3.3 discusses the results of the drift study that
was undertaken to determine the sensitivity of instrument drift to theircalibration interval.

Comprehensive surveillance testing of Nuclear Instrumentation, Core
Protection Calculators, and Control Element Assembly Calculators isperformed on line.
reasonable level of assurtnca that the instrumentation has notChannel Functional Tests or Channel Checks provide asignificantly degraded.
results of this review. Attachment"I" provides a discussion of the

3.2
Surveillance and Corrective Maintenance History R9 view

A confirmatory surveillance and CM history review was aho performed forall RPS instruments.
associated with operability were detectable by operations personnelThis review verified that instrument problems,
during the shiftly Channel Checks or during routine monitoring of plantparameters.

This review concluded that no repetitive failures have occurred.
instances were found involving redundant channels during the same timeNo
period.

Therefore, the safety and operability impacts have beenminimal.
failures and the interval of calibration.The data did not identify a correlation between thanumber of

not impacted by instrument drift.9 of the 15 functional units which required 18 month surveillances, were
Accordingly, the surveillance and

corrective maintenance history review alone is adequate to justify the <

surveillance extension for the following Functional Units as listed inTechnical Specification Table 4.3-1.

1 Manual Reactor Trip
2 linear Power - High !3 Logarithmic Power Level - High
9 Local Power Density - High
10 DNBR - 1.ow
14 Core Protection Calculators15 Control Element Assembly Calculators
16 Reactor Coolant System Flow - Low ;17 Seismic High i

i

I
1

|
!'

,.
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Attachment "I" provides additional details for these functional units !
which are not impacted by drift.

|
The review consisted of an evaluation of instrument function, a review i

of preventive maintenance surveillances and corrective maintenances, and '

a comparison of on-line and Refueling Interval surveillances. The -

historical surveillance review included all surveil 1roce records since
the commencement of commercial operation to August 01, 1989.
Attachment "F" provides the details of the surveillance review.

Additionally, verification of the assumptions used in the setpoint
,

calculations identified a need to modify the tolerances used in the
calibration of two functional units, Linear Power - High, and
Logarithmic Power Level - High. The modification necessitated setpoint '

changes which have been provided in Attachment "H".

3.3 Drift and Setooint Analysis

3.3.1 Drift Analysis Results: -

Instruments for which drift was a factor were further evaluated. The
Instrument Drift Study provides a conservative assessment of transmitter
performance. A comparison of the results of analysis of the long term
drift data is made to existing allowances for long term drift. The
results are also compared to revised allowances for long term drift ,

assuming 30 month intervals between calibrations. Use of the revised
allowances for long term drift in setpoint and uncertainty calculations
provides a sound basis for extending the calibrations interval of these

1

transmitters. Additional details are provided in Attachment "G". |
3.3.2 Setpoint Calculations:

Technical Specification 2.2.1, Table 2.2-1, lists Reactor Protective
Instrumentation trip setpoints and allowable values. Table 1 provides
revised RP5 setpoints and allowable values. These were determined based -

'

on a comprehensive evaluation which included review of PM and
surveillance history, review of the original setpoint calculation
assumptions, and incorporation of the SCE experienced long term 95/95; .

drift values.

The drift study results were evaluated and setpoints determined which:
$

o Meet all safety analysis limits
o Minimize unnecessary actuations

The evaluation resulted in setpoint changes for the following Functional
Units identified in Technical Specification Table 2.2.1: '

2 Linear Power - High
3 Logarithmic Power Level - High
4 Pressurizer Pressure - High

-

,

..,w. , -e-.-
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5 Pressurizer Pressure - Lot
6 Containment Pressure - High
7 Steam Generator Pressure - Low
8 Steam Generator Level - Low
11 Reactor Coolant Flow - Low
12 Steam Generator Level - High

These functional unit numbers are consistent with Technical
Specification Table 2.2-1 and differ from the numbering system of
Technical Specification 4.3-1. Use of the numbering system from Table
2.2-1 is restricted to this Section 3.4 and Table 1.

The SONGS Unit 2 & 3 trip setpoints were revised based on changes to the
Safety Analysis Setpoints and changes.to the trip setpoint calculations.
The Safety Analysis Setpoints were revised for High Pressurizer
Pressure. High Containment Pressure and Low Steam Generator Water Level
trip functions. These evaluations demonstrate acceptable results when !

compared to the existing safety analysis limits. The trip setpoint
calculations for Low Pressurizer Pressure, High and Low Steam Generator
Level and Low Reactor Coolant Flow were revised to improve the operating
margin while accounting for the increased transmitter drift and an
increase in the allowed tolerance for trip bistable functional testing.
The trips setpoint for High Linear Power was revised to incorporate an
increase in the allowed tolerance for trip bistable functional testing
and a decrease in the daily secondary calorimetric calibration tolerance
to maintain the operating margin. The trip setpoint calculation for Low
Steam Generator Pressure was revised to account for increased drift'and
the change in allowed tolerance for trip bistable functional test. The iHigh Logarithmic Trip Setpoint calculation was revised to account for 1

the increase in allowed tolerance for the trip bistable functional test.
These changes to the trip setpoint calculations preserve the margin of
safety while maintaining adequate operating margins. Operating margin to

,

CPC generated trips has not been changed. Table 1 provides the revised i
setpoint values for RPS. [

During this reanalysis, an inconsistency was noted between the safety |
analysis and the Technical Specification response time requirements for
Logarithmic Power Level - High. Technical Specification Table-3.3-2 is
being revised to resolve this inconsistency.

;

Setpoint calculations were reviewed in an effort to improve the
operating margin for High Linear Power. Assuming a reduction in the-
allowed nuclear instrumentation calorimetric calibration tolerance from
2% to 1% accomplished the desired increase in operating margin. A
request to change this tolerance value has been submitted to the Staff
as Technical Specification Proposed Change No. NPF-10/15-302 (PCN 302).
Administrative control of this change in tolerance, prior to staff

|
approval of the proposed change, will ensure that the desired operating imargin will be maintained.

!
Attachment "H" provides additional details. !

. !

|

l
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Table I,

(Excerpt from Technical Specification Table 2.2-1)

Reactor Protective System Instrumentation Trip Setpoin'.
(30 Month Calibration Interval)

Existing Existing- Revised Revised
Trip Allowable Trip Allowable

Functional Unit Setpoint Value Setpoint Value

2. Linear Power Level - High s 110.0% s 111.3% s 110.0% s 111.0%"

3. Logarithmic Power Level - s 0.89% s 0.96% s 0.83%" s 0.93%"
High

4. Pressurizer Pressure-High s 2382 psia s 2389 psia s 2375 psia"* s 2385 psia"*

i 5. Pressurizer Pressure - Low = 1806 psia = 1763 psia = 1740 psia"* = 1700 psia"*

6. Containment Pressure - High s 2.95 psig 3.14 psig s 3.1 psig"* s 3.4 psig"*5 +

7. Steam Generator Pressure-Low = 729 psia = 711 psia = 741 psia"* = 729 psia"#

8. Steam Generator Level-Low = 25.0% = 24.23% , 21.0%"" 20.0%"*=

11. Reactor Coolant Flow - Low
.

c) Step s 6.82 psid/sec 7.231 psid/sec s 6.82 psid/sec 7.25 psid/sec"s s

12. Steam Generator Level High s 90.0% s 90.74% s 89.0%"" s 89.7%"*
'

NOTES:

(1) Revised Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values result from surveillance calibration requirements
for the bistables associated with this functional unit.'

(2) Revised Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values result from the analysis of long term drift to
accommodate 30 month intervals between transmitter calibrations.

r

. _ .. . . _ _ . ... , .- _ -- __ , . . _ _ . . . , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . . _ _ _ _ .
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3.4 Similar supporting data is provided by the 12 month operating experience
of the Redundant Instrument Monitoring System (RIMS)'. The RIMS was !
developed by SCE to improve the capability for on-line monitoring of 1

instrumentation. It performs detailed cross-channel checks of monitored
instruments and can be used to identify anomalous instrument behavior. I

The RIMS study evaluated transmitters similar to those analyzed by this |proposed change. Trending of RIMS data over the past year has j
demonstrated the conservative values for drift calculated by SCE.
Although not included as a primary basis for this proposed change, RIMS
serves to provide an additional level of assurance of instrument ,

operability. Attachment "J" provides a discussion of RIMS and typical
,

'

plots of instrument performance. >

4.0 Conclusions '

The sroposed change would increase the surveillance interval from 18
montas to " Refueling Interval" for a nominal 24 month cycle, and maximum
30 month cycle. The actual time interval between surveillances will be
a function of the plant capacity factor for that particular fuel cycle. ~

The equilibrium fuel cycle length will be between 500 and 550 effective '

full power days (EFPD). Assuming a capacity factor between 70% and 80%, i

the actual cycle length, and the surveillance interval, would be between ,

21 and 26 months. Currently, Specification 4.0.2 allows a 25% extension
of surveillance intervals which would accommodate uninterrupted
operation for the equilibrium cycle length.

This evaluation consisted of a comprehensive review of all of the RPS
instrumentation for which a calibration extension was requested. The; evaluation consisted of a comparative analysis of all PM surveillances,'

a PM history review for all instruments, a statistical evaluation of
i instruments impacted by drift, review of safety analysis, and review of

trip setpoint calculations. The study findings support the extension of.

the calibration interval.i

|

| This PM history review verified that instrument problems, associated
L with operability were detectable by operations personnel during the
: shiftly Channel Checks or during routine monitoring of plant parameters
I by operations. This review concluded that no repetitive failures have

occurred. No instances were found involving redundant channels during
the same time period. Therefore, the safety and operability impacts
have been minimal. The data did not identify a correlation between the

1

number of failures and the interval of calibration.
!-
j The trip setpoints were revised based on the SCE experienced long term

drift for the Reactor Protective System transmitters, changes to the '

i Safety Analysis setpoints and changes to the trip setpoints. These
changes to the trip setpoint calculations preserve-the margin of safetyi

!

while maintaining adequate operating margins. Operating margin to CPC
generated trips has not been changed. ,

.

L

,_, , _ . . - - ~ ~ - ' * * - ~ - ~ ~ ' ' * ~ - ' ' ' ^ ' ~ ' ~ ^ *
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This evaluation verifies that the revised setpoints, revised response
i

time, and revised assumptions will maintain safety, operability and
minimize unnecessary reactor trips by increasing certain operating 4

margins.

The RIMS can be used to identify anomalous instrument behavior. The ;

RIMS study evaluated transmitters similar to those analyzed by this =

proposed change. Although not included as a primary basis for this
proposed change, RIMS serves to provide an additional level of assurance ;
of instrument operability.

Safety Analysis

I

1. Will operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed change i
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of any
accident previously evaluated?

Response: No.

The proposed change would revise the Technical Specification to increase
the interval for surveillances currently performed every 18 months, to,

each refueling, nominally 24 months and maximum 30 months. !
i

iSCE has performed a comprehensive evaluation of the effect of extending
the calibration interval for Reactor Protective System (RPS)
instrumentation. This evaluation was performed for all RPS functional
units which required 18 month surveillances. The review consisted of an,

evaluation of instrument function, comparative analysis of all PM
surveillances, a review of preventive maintenance surveillances and,

corrective maintenance history, a statistical evaluation of instruments!

| impacted by drift, review of the safety analysis, and review of trip
setpoint calculations.'

,

1

The confirmatory surveillance and CM history review served to identify |problems experienced by the RPS instrumentation. This-instrumentation j
included pressure sensors, differential pressure sensors, temperature i

elements, speed sensors, logic channels, and nuclear power range
equipment. This PM history review verified that instrument problems, i

associated with operability were detectable by operations personnel >

during the shiftly Channel Checks or during routine monitoring of plant
parameters. This review concluded that no repetitive failures have
occurred. No instances were found involving redundant channels during
the same time period. Therefore, the safety and operability impacts
have been minimal.. No correlation was'found to exist between the number i
of failures and the interval of calibration.

Instruments for which drift was a factor were further evaluated. This
evaluation consisted of an analysis of plant specific transmitter
calibration data for San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2&3.

;

The long term drift characteristics of pressure, differential pressure
and temperature transmitters were determined. This Instrument Drift
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Study provides an analysis of the calibration history of instruments :
impacted by drift which were used in the F<eactor Protective System |
(RPS). The experienced long term drift was statistically adjusted to ,

reflect the maximum drift expected over a fuel cycle, taken as 30 *

months. The 30 month interval was used in order to account for the 25% :
extension, to the existing surveillance interval, which is allowed by
Technical Specification 4.0.2. The 30 month interval is based on a .

nominal 24 month fuel cycle, for instrumentation related to RPS, the
statistically adjusted drift was determined on a 95/95 basis, i.e., 95%
probability and 95% confidence level. ;

Drift allowances were determined based on this study. The drift :
allowances were determined by inspecting the 30 month drift values and

,

selecting a value, for each transmitter model, which would bound the .

95/95 values. :
1
'

The impact of the larger drift allowances of RPS instrumentation on
setpoint calculations and instrument response times was evaluated and-

i

new setpoints calculated, where required. The CPC Uncertainty Analysis
'was reviewed and it was determined that existing uncertainty allowances;

: remain conservative considering the revised drift allowances. This
,

review verified that the new values of drift were bounded by the,

existing uncertainty analysis,.

i Adjustments were made to Safety Analysis setpoints as deemed necessary
to address operating concerns. Affected Safety Analyses were

,

reevaluated or reanalyzed. The SONGS Unit 2 & 3 trip setpoints were '

revised based on changes to the Safety Analysis Setpoints and changes to.

I the trip setpoint calculations. The Safety Analysis Setpoints were
i revised for High Pressurizer Pressure and High Containment Pressure trip
! functions. These evaluations demonstrate acceptable results when

.;I compared to the existing safety analysis limits. The trip setpoint
calculations for Low Pressurizer Pressure, High and low Steam Generator
Level and Low Reactor Coolant Flow were revised to improve the operating:

. margin while accounting for the increased transmitter drift and an
| increase in the alloweri tolerance for trip bistable functional testing.

The trip setpoint for High Linear Power was revised to incorporate an
increase in the allowed tolerance for trip bistable functional testing.
and a decrease in the daily secondary calorimetric calibration tolerance
to maintain the operating margin. The trip setpoint calculation for low
Steam Generator Pressure and High Steam Generator level were revised to
account for increased drift and the change in allowed tolerance for trip ,

bistable functional test. The High Logarithmic Trip Setpoint calculation '

was revised to account for the increase in allowed tolerance for the
trip bistable functional test. These changes to the trip setpoint
calculations preserve the margin of safety while maintaining adequate
operating margins. Operating margin to CPC generated trips has not been
changed.

During this reanalysis, an inconsistency was noted between the safety
analysis and the Technical Specification response time requirements for ~

.

. . - _
_ .. . - -. - - , - _ . _ _ . . -.._____ --
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Logarithmic Power Level - High. Technical Specification Table 3.3-2 is
being revised to resolve this inconsistency.

In order to improve the operating margin for Linear Power Level, the
calorimetric calibration tolerance was reduced-from 2% to 1%.

The study findings support the extension of the calibration interval.
Based on the impact of these factors and the adjustments to setpoints,,

it is concluded that the proposed change does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of any previously evaluated4

accident,
,

2. Will operation of the facility in accordance with this proposed change
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any,

accident previously evaluated?
,

Response: No

The proposed change does not modify the configuration of the facility or
its mode of operation. The proposed change extends the calibration;

intervel for the RPS instrumentation from 18 to 24 months, nominally,
and from 22 1/2 to 30 months maximum. Revised setpoints are within the
existing safety analysis assumptions. Therefore, the proposed change
will not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
fron, any previously evaluated.

3. Will operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed change
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

J

Response: No

: The proposed change increases the calibration interval to a maximum of
30 months and revises certain Limiting Safety System Settings.

<

'

The surveillance and corrective maintenance history review has confirmed
that problems are identified as the result of shiftly Channel Checks and
Channel Functional Tests. This review confirmed that there have been no
operability failures for these functional units.

-

Revised drift allowables and calibration review results were evaluated-
and increased allowables were incorporated into setpoint calculations to
accommodate experienced values over the increased interval. This review
verified that the new values of drift were bounded by the existing
uncertainty analysis.

The impact of larger drift allowances was assessed. Adjustments were
made to Safety Analysis setpoints as deered necessary to address
operating concerns. Affected Safety Analyses were reevaluated or "

reanalyzed. The SONGS Unit 2 & 3 trip setpoints were revised based on
changes to the Safety Analysis Setpoints and changes to the trip
setpoint calculations. The Safety Analysis Setpoints were revised for
High Pressurizer Pressure and High Containment Pressure trip functions.

j.

.

~ e- ,.- ... . .. , . , ~ ~ % -- - ,e- ~.. - . . . - - - - - - - . * -f&-. - ,,,
.
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These evaluations demonstrate acceptable results when compared to the
existing safety analysis limits. The trip setpoint calculations.for LowPressurizer Pressure
Coolant Flow were rev,ised to improve the operating margin whileHigh and Low Steam Generator Level and low Reactor

>,

i
;

;

accounting for the increased transmitter drift and an increase in the
,

allowed tolerance for trip bistable functional tasting. The trips !

setpoint for High Linear Power was revised to incorporate an increase in i

the allowed tolerance for trip bistable functional testing and a
decrease in the daily secondary calorimetric calibration tolerance to

ii

maintain the operating margin. The trip setpoint calculation for Low j
Steam Generator' Pressure and High Steam Generator Level were revised to

1
:

i

uistable functional test. The High Logarithmic Trip Setpoint calculationaccount for increased drift and the change in allowed tolerance for trip
;

'
#

was revised to account for the increase in allowed tolerance for the
t

trip bistable functional test. These changes to the trip setpoint
'

calculations preserve the margin of safety while maintaining adequate -

operating margins. Operating margin to CPC generated trips has not beenchanged.
The conclusions of the accident analysis were not revised as a .

result of these setpoint changes.
;;

Ouring this reanalysis, an inconsistency was noted between the safety<

analysis and the Technical Specification response time requirements for :

Logarithmic Power Level - High.
being revised to resolve this inconsistency. Technical Specification Table 3.3 2 is

i

In order to improve the operating margin for Linear Power level, the
calorimetric calibration tolerance was reduced from 2% to 1%.
This evaluation verifies that the revised setpoints and response time

4

will maintain safety and minimize unnecessary reactor trips byincreasing certain operating margins,

The proposed change will not involve a result in a significant reduction
i

t

in the accident and transient analysis margin of safety for RPS
''

instrumentation.
!

SAFETY AND SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION
.

Based on the above Safety Analysis, it is concluded that:'

change does not constitute a significant hazards consideration as defined by
(1) the proposed

10 CFR 50.92; and 2

of the public will(no)t be endangered by the proposed change; and (3) thisthere is reasonable assurance that the health and safety
action will not result in a condition which significantly alters the impact of
the station on the environment as described in the NRC Final EnvironmentalStatement,

Ii

i
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TABLE 2.2-1
E.

REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRtMENTATION TRIP SETPOINT LIMITSz

E
: a
i E FUNCTIONAL UNIT TRIP SETPOINT Att0WA8tE VALUES

<E
1. Manual Reactor Trip Not Applicable Not Applicable*

" 2. Linear Power Level - High -

Four Reaf or Coolant P g i 110.0E of RATED THElpt4L POWER 1 111.3K of EATED THERMAL POWER
i

Operating

3. Logarittunic Power Level - High (1) 1 0.89E of RATED THEW 44L POWER i 0.96% of RATED THERMAL POWER

! 4. Pressurizer Pressure - High 1 2382 psia i 2389 psia

i 5. Pressurizer Pressure - Low (2) 1 1806 psia 1 1763 psia

7 6. Containment Pressure - High 1 2.95 psig i 3.14 psig

7. Steam Generator Pressure - Low (3) 1 729 psia 1 711 psia
,

8. Steam Generator Level - Low 1 25% (4) 1 24.235 (4)

9. Local Power Density - High (5) i 21.0 kw/ft i 21.0 kw/ft

10. DISR - Low 1 1.31 (5) 1 1.31 (5)
,

11. Reactor Coolant Flow - Low

} a) DN Rate 1 0.22 psid/sec (6)(8) 1 0.231 psid/sec (6)(8)
. Q b) Floor 1 13.2 psid (6)(8) 1 12.1 psid (6)(8)
| g c) Step i 6.82 psid (6)(8) 17.231 psid (6)(8)

E
* 12. Steam Generator Level - High 1 90E (4) 1 90.74% (4)
5
- 13. Seismic - High i 0.48/0.60 (7) 1 0.48/0.60 (7)

_

14. Loss of Load Turbine stop valve closed Turbine stop valve closed

.

. . . _
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Linea * C *t* Levt -With0 i

The Linear Power Level High tric provices reactor core protection against
racid reactivity excursions which might occur as the result cf an ejectec OEA,
or certain interneciate steam line breaks. This trip initiates a rea:t:r tri
at a linear po er level of less than or equal te 111.3% of RATED THERMAL POWER. '

Locaritnmic Power Level-Hich

The Logarithmic Power Level - High trip is provided to protect the
integrity of fuel clad:ing and the Reactor Coolant System pressure bouncary in
the event of an unplanned criticality from a shutcown condition. A reactor
trip is initiated by the Logarithmic Power Level - High trip at a THERMAL
POWER 1evel of less than or equal to 0.96% of RATED THERMAL POWER unless this
trip is manually bypassed by the operator.

The optg% of RATED THERMAL POWER;
ator may manually bypass

this trip when the THERMAL POWER level is above 10
th!g% ypass is automatically removed when the THERMAL POWER level decreases tob
10 of RATED THERMAL POWER. *

P*essurizer Pressure-High

The Pressurizer Pressure-High trip, in conjunction with the pressuri:er
safety valves and main steam safety valves, provides reactor coolant system
protection against overpressurization in the event of less of lead without
reactor trio. This trip's setpoint is at less than or equal to 1389 psia
wnien is celow the neminal lift setting 2500 osia of the pressuri:er safety
valves and its operation avoids the undesirable operation of the pressuri:etsafety valves.

.

!Pressurizer Pressure-Low
i

The Pressurizer Pressure-Low trip is provided to trip the reactor and to
assist the Engineered Safety Features System in the event of a Less of Coolant
Accident. During normal operation, this trip's setpoint is set at greater
than or ecual to 1763 psia. This trip's setpoint may be manually decreased, !

to a minimum value of 300 psia, as pressurizer pressure is reduced during
plant shutdowns, provided the margin between the prescurizer pressure and this
-trip's setpoint is maintained at less than or equal to 400 psi; this setpoint
increases automatically as pressurizer pressure increases until the tripsetpoint is reached.

.

SAN ONOFRE-UNIT 2 B 2-3
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Certainme*t Deessuee-kich

The Containment Pressure-High trip provices assurance that a reacter trip
is initiatec concurrently with a safety injection. The setooint for this trio
is icentical to the swfety injection setooint,

steam Generator Pressure-Lew

The Steam Generator Pressure-Low trip provices protection against an
excessive rate of heat extraction from tne steam generators and subsecuent
coolcown of the reactor coolant. The setpoint is sufficiently.below the full
loac operating point of approximately 900 psia so as not to interfere with
normal operation, but still high enough to provice the required protection in
the event of excessively high steam flow. This trip's setpoint may be
manually cecreasec as steam generator pressure is reduced during plant
shutcowns, provided the margin between the steam generator pressure and this
trip's setpoint is maintained at less than or ecual to 200 psi; this setpoint -
increases automatically as steam generator pressure increases until the trip !setpoint is reached.

Steam Generater Level-Low ,

The Steam Generator Level-Low trip provides protection against a loss of
feedwater flow incident and assures that the design pressure of the Reactor
Coolant System will not be exceeced due to less of tne steam generator heat isink. This specifiec setpoint provides allowance that there will be sufficient,

{ water inventory in the steam generator at the time of the trip to provice a
margin of at least 10 minutes before emergency feedwater is required 6 |

Local Power Density-High

The Local Power Density-High trip is provided to prevent the linear heat
.

rate (kw/ft) in the limiting fuel rod in the core from exceeding the fuel
design limit in the event of any anticipated operational occurrence. The
local power density is calculated in the reactor protective system utilizing
the following information:,

!

a. Nuclear flux power and axial power distribution from the excore flux
monitoring system; -

b. Racial ceaking f actors frem the position measurement 'c 'tre Cia ;s

c. Delta T power from reactor coolant temperatures and coolant flow
measurements.

'

1

|
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IAllif 3.3-2 ,

T.
HIACIOR PROILCIIVE INSIRilMINIAll0N RESPON5E 11H05'7

'o.
O, .

(,' Ilifl0|10flAl. UNIT RESPONSE I1710

.h. 1. flanual Reactor Trip Not Applicable

2. Linear Power level - liigh $ 0.40 secomis*

3. logaritinic Power l evel - liigh $ 0.45 secorwis*

4. Pressuriier Pressure - liigli $ 0.90 secorwis

5. Pressuriier Pressure - Iow $ 0.90 seco wls

6. Contairment Pressure - liigh $ H.90 secorwis

7. Steam Generator Pressure - (ow $ 0.90 secorwis

; 8. Steam Generator I.evel - low
'

$ 0.90 secorwis

9. l ocal Power Density - liigh

a. Neutron flux Power from Excore Neutron Detectors < 0.68 secorwis*
h. CCA Posit. ions i 0.68 secornis**
c. CLA Positions: CEAC Penalty factor -

3 0.53 secorwis

10. DtNIR - Low

a. Neutron flux Power from Excore Neutron Detectors < 0.68 secorwis*
h. CEA Positions 7 0.6ft seco wis**
c. Cold leg lemperature j 0.6ft secorwis##

3,,,
$ 0.6fl secomis## ^j;c,: *y el. Ilot leg Temperature .

$ H.6ft secorwis#Primary Coolant Pump Stiaft Speed,y,, c.

f. Reactor Coolant Pressure from Pressuriier 1 0.f.H secon.lsjf, ,* ..
CI A positions: CI AC Penalty f actor i U.53 seconelsF, 9

$I '

.
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IAlllt 4.3-1 ,

*'. RI ACIOR l'Rol[CIIVE Ill',lRill11 til AIION SilRVI.II.l AflC[ Rl(|filRIMINIS
'

,

,

x
'

,,

'.'
'

Cl!Alltift 11001.5 TOR 11111011

;;' CilAtsfli L CilAffNTi IntlCI10tlAL SilRVfIlI AllCI
,'. Clll CK CAI IBRAII0ft IL5I 15 RiylilRill

IllflC110l!Al lit (II,]
1, 2, 3*, 4*, 5*

N.A. N.A. R
''' l. Manual Reactor Trip

.

5 D( 2,4 ) ,M( 3,4 ) , M ,

1, 2

2. I incar Power Level - liigli Q(4), R(4)

5 R(4) M an<f 5/II(I) 1,2,3,4,5
3. l.ogarillimic Power level - liigli

4. Pressuriier Pressure - ifigli 5 R M I, 2

5 R H I, 2

5. I'rcssuriser Pressure - Inw

** 6. Containwnent Pressure - liigli S. R M I, 2'4

;; 7. Steam Generator Pressure - low 5 l' M 1, 2'"
.

11. Steam Generator f.evel - Low 5 R M I, 2

9. local Power Density - liigli 5 D(2,4), H, R(6) 1, 2

R(4,5)

5 5(7),fl(2,4), M,R(6) I, 2

10. litillR - l ow M(8), R(4,5)

11. Steam Generator level - liigli 5 R H I, 2 --

[[, ['[.12.
Reactor Protection System

H.A. N.A. H I, 2, 3*, 4*, $*

n, logic
.

*: .
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TAlli C 4.3-1 (Camtinuest)) *

.; ,
RI ACIOR l'ROIECllVC INSTRllMCHIATION SilRVLILI AllCC R[fyllR[lENIS

,

7-

..

i,i -

CllANill L 1100I 5 IOR WillCil,:;:
CilANtil:L CIIANHCl FUNCIIONAL 5tHNEIII AtlCC

a
,3 IllllCil0NAl. UNil CllCCK CACillRAT ION TCSI 15 REfflIRIO;

-s

" 13. Reactor Trip Breakers N.A. N.A. M,(12) 1, 2, 3*, 4*, 5*

0(2,4),5(7) M(ll),R(6) 1, 2
14. Core Protection Calcistators 5 -

R(4,5),M(II)

15. CFA Calculators S R M,R(6) 1, 2

16. Reactor Coolant flow-low S R M 1, 2
,

17. Seismic-Iligh 5 R M I, 2
.

>

5 N.A. M 1 (9)
a 18. loss of loail .

.;,
;-:

.
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TAELE a.3-1 (Continued 1
'

TAE'.! NOTATION !

i
With rea: tor trip breakers in the closed position an: the CIA crive !

' -

system capa:1e of CEA withcrawal.
Each startuo or when required with the reactor trip breakers clesed(1) -

ar: the CEA drive system capable of red withdrawal, if not performed
in the previous 7 days. ,

Heat balance only (CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST not included), above 15%(2) -

of RATED THERMAL POWER; adjust the Linear Power Level signals and
the CPC accressaele constant multipliers to make the CPC delta T !

.oner and CPC nuclear power calculations agree with the calorimetric;

calculation if aosolute difference is greater than 2%. During
PHYSICS TESTS, these daily calibrations may be suspended provided
these calibrations are performed upon rea:hing each major test power
plateau and prior to procaeding to the next major test power plateau.
Above 15% of RATED THERMAL POWER, verify that the linear power(5) -

subenannel gains of the excore detectors are consistant with the
values used to establish the shape annealing matrix elements in the
Core Protection Calculators.
Neutron detectors may be excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION.(4) -

After each fuel leading and prior to exceeding 70% of RATED THERMAL(5) -

POWER, the in: ore detectors shall be used to determine the shape
annealing matrix elements and the Core Protection Calculators shall
use these elements.
This CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include the inje tion of simulatec(5) -

process signal,s into the channel as clese to the sensors as practi-
caole to verify OPERABILITY including alarm and/or trip functions.
Above 70% of RATED THERMAL POWER, verify that the total RLS flow(7) -

rate as indicated by each CPC is less than or equal to the actuai
RCS total flow rate determined by either using the reactor coolar.t
pump differential pressure instrumentation (conservatively compen-

|
sated for measurement uncertainties) or by calorimetric calculations
(conservatively compensated for measurement uncertainties) and if

| necessary, adjust the CPC addressaele constant flow coef ficients!

such that each CPC indicated flow is less than or equal to the'

l a:tual flow rate. The flow measurement uncertainty may be included
in the EERR1 term in the CPC and is ecual to or greater than 4%.

: Above 70% of RATED THERMAL PCWER, verify that the t:tal RC5 flow1 (5) -

! rate as indicated by each CPC is itss than or equal to the actual
RCS total flow rate determined by calorimetric calculattens (consarva-
tively compensated for measurement uncertainties).

Above 55% of RATED THERMAL POWER.
.

(e) .

t

| (IC) - Deleted. ,

I,

'

(l'. ) - The m:nthly CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include verification tnat
ne ::rre:t values of addressable constants are installe: in en:n

CPERAELE CFC per Spe:ification 2.2.2.

| (12) - At least once oer 15 months and following maintenan:e or adjustment'

of the reactor trip breakers, the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall
incluce intependent verification of the undervoltage an: shunt trips.

N 161m-
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TABLE 2.2-1
*
E REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUIENTATION TRIP SETPOINT LIMTTS

,

o
8 !j FINICTIONAL INIIT TRIP SETPOINT ALLOWRIME VAtlES

'

j [ f
1. flanwel Reacter Trly Not Applicable seet Applicable

; z
U 2. Linear Power Level - High -

i *

Four Reactor Coelant Peeps i 110.GK of RATED THElWI4L 80WER 1 111.3% of RAftD THElWIAL POWEROperating
i

; 3. Logarittunic Power Level - High (1) 10.895 of RATED THEMt4L POWER 1 0.96% of Raft 0 THElW44L POWER l

4. Pressurizer Pressure - High 1 2382 psia 1 2389 psia
i

5. Pressurizer Pressure - Low (2) 1 1806 psia 1 1763 psia
"

6. Containment Pressure - High $ 2.95 psig i 3.14 psig4
7. Steam Generater Pressure - Low (3) 1 729 psia > 711 psia

8. Steam Generator Level - Low 1 25E (4) 1 24.235 (4)
9. Local Power Density - High (5) 1 21.0 kw/ft i 21.0 kw/ft !

10. OIGR - Low 1 1.31 (5) 1 1.31 (5) ,!
4

i 11. Reacter Coolant Flow - Low I

h
i a) DII Rate 5 0.22 psid/sec (6)(8) 10.231 psid/sec (6)(8) '

b) Floor > 13.2 psid (6)(8)
,

I c) Step 7 6.82 psid (6)(8)
. < 12.1 psid (6)(8) |

z
- 1 7.231 psid (6)(8) !m

i. \

<
$ 12. Steam Generator Level - High $ 90E (4) 1 90.74% (4)1

z
-* 13. seismic - High < 0.48/0.60 (1) < 0. 48/0. 60 ( 7)bi

)L,
' 14. Loss of Load Turbine stop valve closed Turbine stop valve closed4 '

J 1
1

|'

. . .
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SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING $AFETY $YSTEM SETTINGS

BASES

Linear Power Level Hiah

The Linear Power Level High trip provides reactor core protection against
rapid reactivity excursions which might occur as the result of an ejectea CLA,
or certain intermediate steam line breaks. This trip initiates a reactor trio
at a linear power level of less than or equal to 111.3% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

Locarithmic Power Level-Hich

The Logarithmic Power Level - High trip is provided to protect the
integrity of fuel cladding and the Reactor Coolant System pressure boundary in
the event of an unplanned criticality from a shutdown condition. A reactor
trip is initiated by the Logarithmic Power Level - High trip at'a THERMAL
POWER level of less than or equal to 0.96% of RATED THERMAL POWER unless this
trip is manually bypassed by the operator.

The opgg% of RATED THERMAL POWER;ator may manually bypassthis trip when the THERMAL POWER level is above 10

thjg%ofRATEDTHERMALPOWERbypass is automatically removed when the THERMAL POWER level decreases te|
t

10
.

Pressurizer Pressure-Hich

The Pressurizer Pressure-High trip, in conjunction with the pressurizer
safety valves and main steam safety valves, provides reactor coolant system
protection against overpressurization in the event of loss of load without
reactor trip. This trip's setpoint is at less than or equal to 2389 psia
which is below the nominal lift setting 2500 psia of the pressurizer safety ,

valves and its operation avoids the undesirable operation of the pressurizer i
safety valves.

Pressurizer Pressure-Low
i

|

The Pressurizer Pressure-Low trip is provided to trip the reactor and to
assist the Engineered Safety Features System in the event of a Loss of Coolant ,

!Accident. During normal operation, this trip's setpoint is set at greaterthan or equal to 1763 psia. This trip's setpoint may be manually decreased,
to a minimum value of 300 psia, as pressurizer pressure is reduced during
plant shutdowns, provided the margin between the pressurizer pressure and this

!trip's setpoint is maintained at less than or equal to 400 psi; this setpoint
increases automatically as pressurizer pressure increases until the tripsetpoint is reached.

!

!
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SAFETY LIMITS ~AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS'

BASES
-

Containment Pressure-Hiah

The Containment Pressure-High trip provides assurcnce that a reactor trip
is initiated concurrently with a safety injection. The setpoint for this trip
is identical to the safety injection setpoint.

Steam Generator Pressure-Low

The Steam Generator Pressure-Low trip provides protection against an
excessive rate of heat extraction from the steam generators and subsequent
cooldown of the reactor coolant. The setpoint is sufficiently below the full
load operating point of approximately 900 psia so as not to interfere with
normal operation, but still high enough to provide the required protection in.
the event of excessively high steam flow. This trip's setpoint may be
manually decreased as steam generator pressure is reduced during plant
shutdowns, provided the margin between the steam generator pressure and this
trip's setpoint is maintained at less than or equal to 200 psi; this setpoint
increases automatically as steam generator-pressure increases until the trip

-

setpoint is reached.

Steam Generator level-Low

The Steam Generator Level-Low trip provides protection against a loss of
feedwater flow incident and assures that the design pressure of the Reactor
Coolant System will not be exceeded due to loss of the steam generator heat
sink. This specified setpoint provides allowance that there will be sufficient
water inventory in the steam generator at the time of the trip to provide a
margin of at least 10 minutes before emergency feedwater is rtquired,

local Power Density-High

The Local Power Density-High trip is provided to prevent the linear heat
rate (kw/ft) in tha limiting fuel rod in the core from exceeding the fuel
design limit in the event of any anticipated operational occurrence.' The
local power density is calculated in the reactor protective system utilizing
the following information:

Nuclear flux power and axial power distribution from the excore fluxa.
monitoring system;

b. Radial peaking factors from the position measurement for the CEAs;

Delta T power from reactor coolant temperatures and coolant flowc.
measurements.

SAN ONOFRE-UNIT 3 B 2-4 WV 151962.
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TABLE 3.3-2,
:>

i

[. REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUNENTATION RESPONSE TINES .. !

a :
FUNCTIONAL UNIT ' RESPONSE TINE

c-
f} 1. Manual Reactor Trip Not Applicable
'

" 2. Linear Power Level - High < 0.40 seconds * i

3. Logarithmic Power Level - High < 0.45 seconds *
,

4. Pressurizer Pressure - High < 0.90 seconds . . ' .
j' 5. Pressurizer Pressure - Low < 0.90 seconds

_

6. Containment Pressure - High < 0.90 seconds
,

"
- 7. Steam Generator Pressure - Low < 0.90 seconds# _

'I 8. Steam Generator Level - Low < 0.90 seconds
em

9. Local Power Density - High

a. Neutron Flux Power from'Excore Neutron Detectors < 0.68 seconds *
b. CEA Positions < 0.68 seconds ** i
c. CEA Positions: CEAC Penalty Factor. i0.53 seconds: )

i

10. -DfSR - Low ):

a. Neutron Flux Pouer from Excore Neutron Detectors ~< 0.68 seconds *
-b. CEA Positions. j0.68 seconds ** |c. Cold Leg Temperature < 0.68 seconds ##
d. Hot Leg Temperature, . .

< 0.68 seconds ##4

c) e. -Primary Coolant Pump Shatt Speed < 0.68 seconds #- i# '

f. Reactor Coolant Pressure from Pressurizer < 0.68 seconds
P ig. CEA positions:

; c1
'

CEAC Penalty Iactor -.0.53 seconds.
1

f CD -'

. g a

.

]

'!
_ . _ , . _ . , _ . , . . . , _ _ . , . . _ . . . . _ _ _ , _ _ _ , . ~ , . . . , , -, , - . n;_._ _ ._ _ . . - . . _ .
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TABLE 4.3-1
$'
* REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRtmENTATION SURVEILLANCF REQUIREM NYS
E
a
E CHANNEL MODES FOR WilCH

E CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL SURVEILLANCE

FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK CALIBRATION TEST 15 REQUIRED*

'

1. Manual Reactor Trip N.A. M.A. R 1, 2, 3*, 4*, 5*' "

2. Linear Power Level - High S D(2,4),M(3,4), M 1, 2

Q(4), R(4)

3. Logarithmic Power Level - High 5 R(4) M and S/U(1) I,2,3,4,5

4. Pressurizer Pressure - High 5 R M 1, 2 -

5. Pressurizer Pressure - Low 5 R M 1, 2

~ R
6. Containment Pressure - High 5 R M 1, 2*-

Y
' O 7. Steam Generator Pressure - Low 5 R M 1, 2

8. Steam Generator Level - Low 5 R M 1, 2

9. Local Power Density - High 5 D(2,4), M, R(6) I, 2

R(4,5)

10. DNBR - Low 5 S(7), D(2,4), M, R(6) 1, 2.

M(8), R(4,5)

11. Steam Generator Level - High 5- R M 1, 2

z
Q.12. Reactor Protection System

logic M.A. N.A. M' I, 2, 3*, 4*, 5*
g

ci

no
B

,

' a-

t______ - - - - ~ . ~ - - . .- . .- .= . :.-.- ~- . - . _- . . . .- . - . - - - . . . - . - - .
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TABLE 4.3-1 (Continued)$'

;*
"REACIDR PROTECTIVE INSTRUDENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTSE

-

-R )
CHANNEL MDDES FOR milch |4- CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL SURVEILLANCE '

2 FUNCTIONAL UNIT CHECK CALIBRATION TEST IS REQUIRED
" 13. Reactor Trip Breakers N.A. M.A. M,(12) 1, 2, 3 * , 4 * , 5* ;

14. Core Protection Calculators S D(2.4), S(7), M(11),R(6) 1, 2
..

R(4,5), M(8)

15. CEA Calculators S R M R(6) 1, 2,

16. Reactor Coolant Flow-Low 5 R M: 1, 2 '

17. Seismic-High 5 R M 1, 2 .!
. .

A
18. Loss of Load S N.A. M 1 (9)w

h
;

.

.

s

.
~

-$.'
-

' Of

5
13

i >

n
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TABLE 4.3-1 (Continued).
TABLE NOTATION

* With reactor trip breakers in the closed position and the CEA drive - -i
-

system capable of CEA withdrawal. |
(1) Each startup or when required with the reactor trip breakers _ closed - |

-

and the CEA drive system capable of rod withdrawal, if not performed
..

in the pravious 7 days.: j
(2) Heat balance only (CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST not included), .above 15%

'

-

of RATED THERMAL POWER; adjust the Linear Power Level signals and -i
the_CPC addressable constant multipliers to make the CPC delta T -

- power and CPC nuclear power calculations agree with the calorimetric 1
calculation if absolute difference is greater than-2%. During PHYSICS
TESTS, these daily calibrations may be suspended provided these cali-

1-brations-are performed upon reaching each major test power plateau ;

and prior to proceeding to the next major test power plateau.
(3) Above 15% of_ RATED THERMAL-POWER, verify that the linear power subchannel-

y
gains of the excore detectors are consistent with the values used to estab- 'i

lish the shape annealing matrix elements in the Core Protection Calculators.
(4) Neutron detectors may be excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION.- !-

(5) After each fuel loading and prior to exceecing 70% of RATED THERMAL POWER, -

-

the incore detectors ~shall be used to dets.'mine-the shape annealing matrix "

: elements and the Core Protection Calculators shall use'these; elements.

This CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include the injection of s'imulated I(6) -

process signals into the channel' as close to the sensors as ' practicable- '

to verify OPERABILITY including alarm and/or trip functions.
,

L (7) Above 70% of RATED THERMAL POWER, verify that the. total RCS flow rate as- !
-

indicated by each CPC .is less than or equal to the' actual RCS total flow |,

'

rate determined by.either using the reactor coolant pump differential pres- |
sure instrumentation (conservatively compensated for measurement uncertain--

;

ties) or by calorimetric calculations-(conservatively compensated for 1
measurement uncertainties) and if necessary, adjust the CPC addressable i
constant flow coefficients such that each CPC indicated flow isLless than |or equal- to the actual ~ flow rate. The flow measurement uncertainty may be
included in the BERR1 term in the CPC and is equal;to or greater than 4%.
Above 70% of RATED THERMAL POWER, verify that the total-RCS flow '!(8) -

rate as indicated by each CPC is less than or equal to the actual
RCS total ~ flow rate determined by calorimetric calculations

i

(conservatively compensated for measurement. uncertainties). i

(9) Above 55% of RATED THERMAL POWER.-

j
(10)- Deleted. !

(11) - The moni.My CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include verification that- R

the correct clues of addressable constants are installed'in'each 1
OPERABLE CPC per Specification 2.2.2.

(12)- At least once per 10 months and following maintenance or adjustment of
.

'

the reactor trip breakers, the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include
,

independent verification of the undervoltage and shunt trips.- '

!
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